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Twenty Thousand Dollars!
THIS SUM TO BE EXPENDED IN THE
NEW RANGELEY LAKE HOUSE.

will use up 40,000 and for boards, matched
lumber, etc,, 100,000 will be no small esti
mate.
Then beside this, there will be incident
als which will swell the total to still
larger figures.
FRANK

C A IN ,

of Lewiston, who-will move the building,
is a man who has had twenty years’ exper
ience in his line of work. He has done
work in many parts of the State and has
met with entire success. Though it looks
like rather a large contract to move the
NOW FOR TH E
G R E A T E S T B O O M -Rangeley Lake House, yet Mr. Cain is
confident of accomplishing it without diffi
R A N G E LEV H A S E V E R K N O W N .
culty. He is at present engaged on a large
The contracts are closed, and R angeley piece of work for the Androscoggin Mill
Company of Lewiston.
L akes can give you the correct story
A. J. H A L E Y ,
about the Rangeley Lake House without
any guessing or imagination.
who will have charge of the erection of the
The main part of the present house is to new parts of the building—in fact of all
be moved over onto the point, not quite up the carpenter work is well-known con
to the top of the ridge. This -will become tractor and builder from Farmington. He
the east portion of the new house. The new is best known, perpaps by his ‘work at
parf will be built on towards the point, it Madison during the season of ’93 where he
will be 53 by 40 feet, four stories, with a did a large amount of work for the Manu
fiat roof. The lower floor of the new part facturing Investment Co. of N. Y. While
will be the dining-room, facing the lake at Madison, he employed an average of 100
from two sides.
men throughout the year and in the month
Prom the northwest corner, will be the of July his crew numbered 160. In this
kitchen, 45 by 30 feet, three stories, built month alone he nsed 300,000 of lumber.
diagonally and connected with the dining Besides the crew above mentioned he had
room by a. walk.
constant use for a secretary and six
Along the front and ends and a part of draughtsman.
Among the work he did there was the
the back, will be a 14 foot piazza. The of
fice is to be enlarged by taking in all the construction of an elevator shaft 140 feet
old dining-room, with a private office con high, an immense overhead trestle 42 rods
nected. There will be a billiard and pool- long and 55 feet high, a coal trescle 34
room in the basement. The new part will rods long and 3*4 feet high, as well as
smaller pieces of work. All of which
contain about fifty rooms.
goes •to prove that Mr. Haley is no
now I T W I L L B E D O N E .
stranger to large undertakings, and that
Many will ask how is the building to be
Mr. Marble has secured one of the most
moved ? Well, to commence . with the competent carpenters and builders in
piazzas will be torn away, The present the state. Under his direction the work
kitchen (which is not to make the trip) will go forward rapidly, systematically
will be disconnected. Then, in place of and entirely as it should.
the underpinning of the house, will be put
This is the greatest boom Rangeley ever
long stringers running lengthwise. These had, a twenty thousand dollar job! Very
timbers will be 50 ft. long and 12x13 inches few towns in the State have had anything
in size. Still under these will be placed 16 like it.
timbers 10x10 inches and 40 feet long.
Rangeley is proud to have such enter
These latter will run crosswise and on
prising citizens as the Messrs. Marble, and
' these the building will move. These are
it feels that through them, her progress
called the “ shoes” for it is on them the
upward and onward, till it becomes one of
building walks, so to speak.
the liveliest and most go-ahead towns in
The building must be moved a distance
the State, is largely due. All honor and
of 1700 feet, across the road over the
success to the proprietors of The New
hoilpw and onto the hill where it is to Rangeley Lake House.
stand. The intervening lioliow will be
blocked up so that the house will move
DEER M EETS TROUT,
evenly over a slightly ascending track.
Mr. Cain says it will—with fair
weather—take him but 30 days to place And T h e y Talk Over the Seasons and
The Prospects.
the building in position on the point.
He adds that the most progress will be
The time was September 30tli. The hour
'made the first day when the building will
was midnight. The seene was the shore
probably travel from 300 to 409 feet.
of the Kennebago stream. Suddenly the
After that, progress will be made much
stillness was'broken by a sharp crackle of
slower till the last day, when it slides
snapping twigs, there was a gentle swish
into position.
of bushes pushed softly aside, and the
Three windlasses, worked by horses, head of a handsome buck deer appeared in
will furnish the motive power
the starlight. For an instant he glanced

The Old House to Be Moved to the
Point, and Addition Made.

LOTS OF LUM BER

REQUIRED.

It will take lots of lumber to build the
proposed additions to the house as the
following figures show:
Just for timber used in moving the
present house 20,000 ft. will be required.
Of laths alone, 50.000 will be used.
Ninety thousand shingles will be re
quired and the schedule calls for 7,700
clapboards.
Besides the above “ short” lumber, 150,000
"lon g ” lumber will befneeded. The frame

up and dnwn the stream, and seeing nothventured into the water.
*
Shortly after he waded into the stream
a big trout swam up. Tbi’ustiug his nose
out of.the water he said:
“ Hullo, Buck”
“ Hullo, yourself,” answered the deer.
“ Its your turn n ow ,” continued the
trout. “ I and the rest of my tribe have
been dodging worms and minnows and fly
hooks ever since last spring for fear of
getting caught; but now we can go where

we please, eat what we please and enjoy
ourselves for the rest of the year.”
“ Yes, that’ s all very nice for you,” said
the deer disconsolatly, “ but what do you
think of me and my tribe. For the next
three months there’ll be sportsmen chasing
us all over the region and n o t» giving us a
chance to breathe. All summer long we’ ve
been skylarking round, showing ourselves
now and then at some camp or hotel, and
the report has gone forth that the woods
are full of us.”
“ Well, aren’ t they?” broke in the trout.
“ Yes, they are. There were never so
many deer as this fall; but for that very
reason there’ll be more hunters after us
than ever before. There is no place they
wont find us, either. If T stay here Rol
York or Whit Oakes will get me.
If I go
further up some of Richardson’ s guests
will eat me, and beyond that I dare not
venture for fear of Ed. Grant. On the
other hand if I go towards the Cupsuptic,
Billy Soule will kill me sure as preachin’ !
I’m afraid I ’m a goner”
“ Oh well,” said the trout cheerfully,
“ perhaps you wont get killed for I heard
C. T. Richardson tell a man down near
Indian Rock the other day that not every
visitor who came down here with a re
peating rifle and a target record could kill
a deer.”
“ That’ s so, to o ,” assented the deer,
“ for last year I got too near a party of
sportsmen and one of ’em emptied his
whole magozine / without so much as
touching me. But I must be getting
away or some one will be shooting me
and having venison for breakfast October
1st.”
And the deer vanished into the forest
and the trout into the water.

GONE TO THE BOTTOM.

F ir st State Bank of P erry, O. T.,
Has Slumped Through.
FORMER

PHILLIPS

MAN

HAD

BEEN

CASHIER.
He Drew Out the Capital Stock and Went
to Colorado.
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TH URSDAY’ S RACES AT P H IL L IP S .
[Continued from page 2].

In the 3.40 class there were five starters
quite evenly matched for speed, which re
sulted in split heats and lots of sport.
Dick drew the pole but lost it within a few
rods, Roxie B. leaving the others and tak
ing the lead. Trotting steadily as a clock
the brown mare came in a winner amid
loud cheers from the grandstand. Being
a Phillips horse she was a hot favorite
with the crowd. She took the next heat
with comparative ease, the gfay gelding
being second.
The third heat was the liveliest of all.
Roxie B., the winner of the other tw o,
fell back, and Dick, the last one of all in
the proceeding heat, forged ahead at the
quarter. A t the half Butcher B oy was
pushing him hard, but Dick was holding
his own. Down the stretch at the close
the tw o horses were coming, neck and
neck. As they come under the wire
Butcher B oy was a head in advance and
Dick was minning—and how the crowd
cheered!
In the fourth heat Roxie B. was set back
to third place for running, Butcher Boy
taking first and Enoch H., second. The
last heat went to Butcher Boy with little
difficulty.
The following is the summary;
3.40 CLASS—PURSE,
Butcher Boy, b. g., Wilbur,
Roxie B., hr. m., Moore,
Enoch H., g. g., Shaw,
Dick, blk. g., Beedy,
Little Nick,br.g.,Thompson,
* Set hack for running.

$75,
5 3
1 1
3 3
4 5
3 4

1
3
4
2
5

1
3*
3
5
4

1
4
3
2
5

TIME BY QUARTERS.

Finish.
%
%
39
1.18
1.51%
3.39%
43%
1.34
3.03%
3.44%
40%
1.31
3.01
3.41
3S%
1.17
1.57%
3.39%
1.33%
3.00%
3.43
41%
After the free-for-all was out of the way
the race for green horses was called up
and trotted between the heats of the 3.40
class. Three horses from three towns
came up for the word. They were: Nelson
K., owned and driven by N. U. Hinkley
of Phillips; Don Wilkes, owned and driven
by F. J. B. Barnjum of Kingfield; Hiram
B., owned and driven by D. B. Swett of
Weld. All the horses being well-known in
the county much interest centered in this
event.
Hinkley and Barnjum drove in bike
sulkies but Sw ett circled the course on a
high-wheeler.
The three went away in line with the
wire but Nelson K. soon pulled slightly
away from the others. All three horses
had broken ere the quarter post was
reached. Nelson K. led at the half and
came in a winner amid-rousing cheers from
the grandstand.
In the second Don Wilke 3 went by
Nelson K. and came under the wire ahead,
but was set back to the third place for
running.
The third heat was a repetition of the
first.
The summary:
G R E E N H O R S E S — -PURSE $35.
Nelson K., Hinkley,
1
1
1
Don Wilkes, Barnjum,
3
3
3
Hiram B., Swett,
3
3
3
X -

From Arkansas City (Kansas) papers it
is learned that the First State Bank, of
Perry, O. T., has failed. The liabilities
.are small, some $40,000 or $50,000, and the
assets less than half that sum. The only
connection this piece o f news has with
this section is that the cashier, Fred W.
Farrar, was a Phillips boy. The report
says that the cashier left Aug. 33., and on
that day drew out all the capital stock,
only $1000, and from that date to the
breaking, the bank did not have a nickel
capital. Mr. Farrar telegraphed from
Colorado that he resigned the cashiership
August 10, still he issued drafts as cashier
up to Aug. 33. The excitement in Perry
is running high and if the bank officials
could be found now, they A v o u l d not fare
well.
J. V. N. Gregory, whose name appears
as president, and Geo. S. Hartly, whose
name appears as director, claim that
Farrar used their names in connection
with the bank without authority, that
neither have a cent of stock in the bank.
The latest is that the “ indignation in H
stead of abating continued to grow. The 46
more the affair was investigated, the 45
46
more rotten it seemed to be.”

T IM E

%
1.33
1.30
1.30

BY

QUARTERS.

%
3.15%
3.15
3.15%

Finish.
3.03%
3.00
3.00%

RANGELEY LAKES

2
PHILLIPS LOCALS.
Miss Christine Cragin has been ill.
Isaac Oakes is having trouble with his
eyes.
Miss Stella Toothaker is teaching in
Strong.
Mrs. Ether Smith has been visiting in
West Phillips.
Geo. S. Wing raised 450 bushels of
onions this year.
Mrs. Carrie Curtis has returned from
Haines’ Landing.
One hundred degrees in the shade, Satur«
day and Sunday.
Miss Annie Timberlake has returned
from her vacation.
James Smith is building fence along the
Sandy River railroad.
Miss Lucia Waite is in Boston visiting
friends for a few weeks.
Miss Cora Wheeler is in Kingfield, visit
ing Mrs. Geo. H. Winter.
The foundation for Judge Morrison’ s
house is nearly completed.
Moses W . Harden is again confined to
the house with rheumatism.
Walter Beedy and wife, of Kingfield,
were in town over Sunday.
Dan Quimby was a day late in securing
the position at Rumford Falls.
One hundred and eighteen took dinner
at Phillips Hotel, Wednesday the 18th.
Sam McCracken has gone to St, Johnsbury, N. B., for a tw o weeks’ vacation.
Pleasant Valley stream is so small that
it would run through a tw o inch auger
hole.
Sherman Whitney has been working
for M. W . Harden in the latter’s barber
shop.
Mrs. Hildreth Staples, accompained by
Mrs. Newall, of Dixfield, was in town last
week.
The King’ s Daughters are to meet Fri
day night, Cct. 11, with Miss Cora
Wheeler.
Mrs. Henry Hoar, of Rangeley, has been
visiting Mrs. Hattie Hoyt, near Madrid
Station.
North Franklin Grange held a regular
meeting last Saturday. One application
received.
Large quantities of grapes are being sold
in town at present. They are very cheap
and very nice.
There is a great call for good drinking
water. Wouldn’ t it be a good time to talk
up water works again?
Prof. Geo. F. Towle, of Canton, who
furnished the music for the ball, met his
host of friends Thursday.
Geo. Phillips, formerly Superintendant
of the Phillips & Rangeley R. R., is in
town for a few days.
The electric light is discontinued for the
present. The dynamo has been removed
and stored at the Elmwood.
The Phillips Woolen Mill is running as
briskly as the amount of water will admit.
They are.filling lots of orders.
Water is so low in the river that the mill
owners would rather parties hauling water
would take it from below the mills.
Mrs. Rand E. Harden is recovering from
her recent severe illness, and expects to
visit Massachusetts in a short time.
Stephen Twombly has dug a well and
also Fred Elisw'orth on the next farm.
They think that water now means a never
ending supply.
Bates had good success with the ball
Wednesday evening, and as many wished
to dance more, he had another Thursday
evening at which there was a fair atten
dance.

*

Col. Nelson Howard and wife of Lewis
ton, were in town a few days last week.
Mr. Howard is speaking of low water, re
marked that he had never seen the water
in the Androscoggin river so low as at the
present time.

TH URSDAY’S RACES AT PHILLIPS. ing machines, White, Standard, Paragon
G R A N T AS A POKER PLAYER.
and New Home.
He
Had Nerve and Self Possession and
Prof. J. F. Rich, Optician, had a. fine
Good T rotting in the 2 .40 Class—The FreeW as Always Cool.
fo r-a ll and Green Horse Class.
display of spectacles, and instruments for
A.n army officer has recently been relat
testing the eye. Prof. Rich has been so
It had been showering and the skies were long a visitor throughout this region that ing some reminiscencesof his to a reporter,
still threatning when Starter Rideout cal his name is a household word. He is to among which is the following:
“ The difficulty we all experienced in
led up the free-for-all class at Phillips, visit Rangeley in a few days to look after
playing poker with Grant,” remarked
Thursday.
Three horses, Tompson, the eyes there.
this officer, “ was his extreme reticence and
Eclare, Jr., and Altama, came up for the
Mr. A. Noyes had the Estey- organ and wonderful impassiveness, which none
word. It was sprinkling gently as they gave it a very good advertising among could penetrate. Ninety-nine men out of
scored down to the wire, but the track the many visitors. Mr. Noyes is an ex a hundred, under the excitement of high
was in much better shape than Wednes ceedingly pleasant gentleman to meet, play, w ill betray emotion to a greater or
day. When they got the word, Eclare, even if you do not want to talk organs. lesser extent, but Grant was a sphinx that
never spoke. He' was always cool and self
quickly took the lead. Thompson, a gamy
The Phillips Hardware Company had a possessed, even when the wine flowed too
brown gelding from Canton, tried hard to nice line of stoves, something we have all freely and we were all somewhat the worse
go past but clearly hadn’ t the speed re got to see for the next few months, and a for wear. No one could measure the
quired. Altama, jogged steadily and con cheerful stove with a cheerful blaze inside, strength or weakness of Grant’s ‘ hand’ by
tentedly along in third place, some little will help to ease up on old winter’ s visit any outward sign or the circumstances of
his play. Apparently he was oblivious to
distanee behind the others. The next two very much.
heats varied little from the first, there be
E.
E. Hardy, of East Wilton, was thereall surroundings, but close inspection re
vealed the fact that he watched his adver
ing nq doubt at any time but what it was with the Champion Evaporator and made
saries narrowly and could dotect a ‘ bluff’
Eclar’ s race. The last heat was trotted a very favorable impression on those who with unerring certainty. He would call a
in 2.30—some said a trifle faster—the best listened to his description of the working man with an inconsiderable ‘ pair’ when it
time of the day. The summary:
of the evaporator. He tells a good story cost a good round sum to ‘ see’ the bet.
“ It was undoubtedly the outcome of
too, and R a n g e l e y L a k e s has one of
F R E E - F O R - A L L C L A S S —P U R S E , $100.
military genius which enabled Grant to
1
1
1 them in another column.
Eclare, Jr., blk. s., Hilborn,
Harrison Harnden had a few samples of detect either the strength or the weakness
2
2
Thompson, br. g., Thompson, 2
of his adversary at cards. Wo did not then
his
work in fret sawing. The Lords comprehend that his play was strategic,
3
3
3
Altama, b. s., Curtin,
Prayer was an extra nice piece of work— and his methods of gaming really conduct
T IM E B Y Q U A R T E R S .
also a clock case. If you are wanting ed upon military principles. Subsequent
Finish. anything of this kind Mr. H. can do it.
events developed that his passion for gam
%
2.32
1.53%
37%
1.16%
W. B. Hoyt, of Phillips, had a fine dis ing was not hedged upon winning money
nearly as much as it afforded him oppor
2.32% play of monumental work.
1.54%
37
1.16
tunity to engage *in strife and conquer.
2.30
1.53%
36%
1.16%
General Rufus Ingalls, who, in 1841, was
2:40 C L A S S — P U R S E , $75.
IRISH SU PER STITIO N S.
a captain and assistant quartermaster, and
Butcher Boy, b. g., Wilbur, 5 3 1 1 1 Fairies and Witches Abound In the Minds subsequently attained the rank of quarter
master general, was one of the Pacific
Roxie B .,br. m., Moore,
1 1 3 3* 4
of tlie People.
coast party which played daily with Grant,
2 2 4 2 3
Enoch H., g. g., Shaw
A ll rural communities in the old world but although recognized as a past master of
2
5
2
4 5
Dick, blk. g., Beedy,
are superstitious, and Ireland is no excep the game, Ingalls was no match for the
Little Nick,br.g.,Thompson, 3 4 5 4 5 tion to the rule, writes a foreign corre little, close mouthed infantry captain.
* Set back for running.
spondent. Fairies are supposed to wield Ben Holliday, the pioneer mail contractor
an awful power over a person’s life. They of that section, was likewise on the poker
T IM E B Y Q U A R T E R S .
Finish. can take fine, healthy babios from their tapis with Grant, and so were Joe Lane
%
K
%
mother’s arms and leave sickly weaklings and Jim Nesmith, both senators subse
2.391% in their place. They can spirit a child quently from Oregon, the former the can
1.51%
39
1.13
2.44% away from its father for a certain length didate for the vice presidency on the ticket
2.02%
42%
1-34
of time and restore him when it pleases with John C. Breckinridge in 1860. Ben
2.41
2.01
40%
1.21
2.39% their fairy highnesses. They can steal Holliday was an inveterato poker player,
1.57%
38%
1-17
wives from husbands and parents from but Grant, Ingalls, Lane, Nesmith and
2.43
2.00%
41%
1.22%
children, besides working all manner of Holliday are all dead, and but few aro now
G R E E N H O R S E S — P U R S E $ 25.
mischief in minor matters, such as turn alive of the old coterie which gathered to
1
1
1 ing new milk sour, preventing cream from gether at the care] tables of that epoch on
Nelson K., Hinkley,
2
3
2 “ com ing,” causing diseaso and death tho shores of the Pacific.” —Washington
Don Wilkes, Barnjum
among poultry and cattle and a host of Post.
2
3
3
Hiram B., Swett,
other calamities, for the warding off of
T IM E B Y Q U A R T E R S .
SHAKESPEARE IN CO M P LETE.
which they have numerous charms.
In the little town of Ballinasloe lived a
Finish.
%
%
%
man, his wife and an only child. By some He Had Not Foreseen the American Type
3.02% unhappy chance the^“ good people” cast'
2.15%
of Hainan Nature.
46 .
1.33
3.00
2.15
45
1.30
covetous eyes on the mother and bore her
“ It is not true, ” remarked the learned
3.00% away on a gray horse, allowing her to re playactor, “ that Shakespeare created all
2.15%
46
1.30
turn at midnight for a short time to see kinds of characters, for I do not find in
The special premium offered by Maj. her baby. This she did regularly, the his dramas any characters that bear any
Dill, of So quel, California, brought out husband taking it all as a matter of course resemblance to the great Americans who
have figured in our coymtry’s history.
and asking no questions.
five boys and an equal number of colts to
Her brother, howevor, chanced to meet Thero is not in all of them even the shad
compete for the prize. They each did their her on the threshold one night, and by ow of a personality like Abraham Lincoln,
several pai ts well and but for a few minor asking where she was going broke the en than whom there is not a finer theme for
points would have caused the committee chantment, and she returned to the world some future American dramatist, able to
much trouble in making the award, but once more and lived, perhaps is living illustrate the scenes in his career, from the
when a colt failed to do an act that an still, to tell her story to the wondering Kentucky log cabin to the theater in which
other one did, and thus left undone the neighbors gathered around the glowing ho was assassinated. Shakespeare has no
George Washington, no Andrew Jackson,
things it ought to have done it was neces turf fire to smoke their pipos of peace.
The belief in spirits and spirit walking none of our heroes or sages, none of our
sary to bar him out. Each of the colts is just about as firmly rooted; perhap. in many unique notables, and nono of our
was well trained, and all were evidently deed more so. If a man is unhappy after wondersome women. His creations belong
taught through kindness—though perhaps death, his relatives are constantly remind to many countries, but he never gives a
the whips that came on with them were ed of tlie fact by Ills frequent appearances forecast of the peculiar American product
more for ornament, than use. Had the to them, and until they have done their which came into existence centuries after
matter of awards been left with the com very utmost to perform the duty which ho his death.
“ Few of Shakespeare’s characters would
mittee the sum total would have been left unfulfilled they are liable to be an
noyed by his visitations, which, however, ever havo been tolerated in this country.
equally devided. The entries wereDeberna cease when it is accomplished. The'trans Wo could not have Falstaff among us. or
Ross, of Phillips, 17 yrs. old, 2 yrs. old migration of spirits into the bodies of ani Macbeth, or Lear, or Caliban, or the ghost
c o lt,“ Lady Withers,” to whom was given mals is another article in a peasant ’s creed. of Hamlet's father, or Ophelia, much less
first prize: Nathan H. Bailey, of Avon, The writer has known a servant maid who any of his royal or classical characters.
“ We havo had plenty of Americans
17 yrs. old, 2 yrs. old colt, “ May Flower,” left a situation where she was happy and
took second. Charlie Hinds, of Avon, 14 comfortable because on her way into town worthy of dramatic honors, fitted for the
tragedy, the comedy or tho historical play,
yrs. old, 2 yrsr old colt, “ Sidmont,” third. she was obliged to pass a largo black re
triever dog, which she vowed was pos totally different in their traits and deeds
Otto Badger, of Phillips, 16 yrs. old, 2 yrs.
from the Shakespearean people, and the
sessed of an evil spirit.
old colt, “ Bronny,” George Bangs, of
Tho banshee is believed in universally. like of whom were never suggested or fore
of Phillips, 14 yrs. old, 3 yrs. old colt, It is the spirit by which death is foretold. shadowed by Shakespeare. The oft repeat
“ Flut.”
Its cry, which resembles the howling of a ed statement that the playwriter of Strat
It would be a good idea for the Society dog in pain, but from which it can bo ford conceived and drew all types of human
to continue this department and give the readily distinguished by a true born son of nature and ail varieties of human life is a
the soil, is repeated three nights in succes fiction. Should a man of his genius over
boys another chance.
sion, and forebodes certain death. It is bo born in tho United States, he would
said that the spirit takes the form of a lit find here an abundance of material for
In the Hall.
tle white robed woman with flaxen hair, dramas ns grand as ever wore written. ’ ’—
The trades made more exhibits this year
which she is busily engaged in qombing New York Sun.
than ever before, Hinkley & Cragin hav while emitting her dismal death wail.
ing a handsome display of ready made Should a mortal approach her she van
Wisdom says, “ Honesty is the best pol
clothing. Fremont Scamman showed a ishes, but If ho attempts to touch hor sho
icy.” Virtue says, “ I do not care wheth
hurls her comb vindictively at him, and he er it is the best policy or not; it is right,
good line of boots, shoes and rubbers.
Daniel T. Libby had a variety of Sew tails a victim.— Chicago Dispatch.
therefore I will be honest.”
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A Cosy Corner for the Ladies.

spread between the layers of cake while
warm.
Buffalo.
WHITE CANDY.

3

1 Jw
i 1 1 1 iin

Hotel

?

1 quart granulated sugar, 1 pint of
is prepared to d o the finest class o f work for H otels
water, 2 tablespoonfulls of vinegar. Boil
as you would molasses candy but do not Anything fx-om a card to the most elaborate half-tone or color work. L etter Heads, Envelopes,
stir it. You can tell when it is done by Menu Cards, Booklets, or Circulars.
trying it in cold water. Pull as if it were
molasses candy, having a dish with
vanilla in it near by and working in
enough to flavor it. It should be pulled in
a cold room and set away till the next,
day when it will be found excellent.

The Rangeley Lakes

For many years, so many in fact that
the memory of man goeth not back to the
contrary, ‘ fit has been the custom among
the sterner sex as the spring and fall sea
sons came round to waste untold pity on
themselves. The cause?- Oh, house clean
ing you know and the consequent misery
of rooms in disorder, meals out of time,
and cold ones to boot, and any other
evils that a vivid imagination could bring
to mind. How much of this was fact and
how much fiction will perhaps never be
known, but if there ever w a s a time when
men deserved pity that day is past, for as
a rule women work much more sensibly
now. Let the men say what they will,
who is there among them that does not
enjoy a renovated house, fresh and clean
from cellar to attic, and who is there also
that does not privately think “ my wife”
the most notable among housekeepers.
Did it ever occur to them that a little of
the pity they have so lavishly bestowed
on their sex might be given to the ones
who have the cleaning to do? It is not
mere play to put a home in order, but the
good wife has before her a glimpse of
what w il l be when her work is done and
this encourages her to persevere till the
last room is swept and garnished. Begin
ners often attempt more tlian they can
,easily accomplish and this word of advice
is for them especially. Unless you are
exceptionally strong or there is some
urgent reason for haste, extend your
housecleaning over two or thi’ee weeks
and you will find your house in order and
yourself in good condition with apparently
no effort at all. See that you have all
articles necessary for cleaning, where they
will be most convenient and then go
s lo w ly .
Some of the uses of newspapers
may be called to mind when cleaning, and
that eminent authority, Mrs. Sallie Joy
White, thus w it e s of them:
A G O O D USE O F O L D

PAPER.

All old newspapers sftould be saved,
folded neatly and given a place in the
kitchen closet. They can be used for
packing china, glass, or tin, and they are
the best possible articles for cleaning
windows or mirrors. In fact nothing
polishes glass as newspaper does. Take a
- newspaper or a part of one according to
the size of the glass. Fold it small and
dip it into a basin of clean, cold water.
When thoroughly wetted, squeeze it out
in your hand as you would a sponge and
then rub hard all over the face of the
glass, taking care, if it is a mirror that
it is not so wet that the moisture will
stream down the glass, also that no drops
get beneath the frame and behind the
glass, as they will remain there in bubbles
and cannot be dislodged without remov
ing the board at the back. But there is
no danger of sucli accidents if the news
paper is merely dampened or moistened
throughout. After the glass has been
rubbed well with the damp paper, leave
for a minute or two, then take a fresh
paper folded small in your hand and rub
the glass thoroughly until it looks clear
and bright which will be almost im
mediately. Finish with a piece of fresh,
dry paper. This method, simple as it is,
will be found on trial the best way of
cleaning glass of all lands, including lamp
globes and even spectacles. The efficacy
is attributed to the materials used in
making the printing ink.
L IB B IE S

CAKE.

4 cups of flour, 2 cups sugar, 1 cup sweet
milk, 1 cup butter, 4 teaspoonfulls baking
powder. A delicious filling for the cake is
made by putting 1 cup of white sugar into
a tin basin with water enough to disolve
it. Let it boil till it will harden in cold
water, have a cWpfull of stoned and chop
ped raisins ready. Beat the white of 1 egg
to a stiff froth and put with the raisins
into the boiling sugar. Stir briskly and

Rangeley Lakes Publishing Company,

SUSAN’ S

G IN G E R

SNAPS.

[W e hasten to use this space, b efore the eye o f som e enterprising advertiser lights on it]

1 pint molasses and 1 cup lard heated to
gether and poured hot in 1 quart of flour,
2 tablespoonfulls of soda and 2 of ginger.
Let the dough cool, then add flour enough
to roll. Roll thin, bake quickly and they
These Ponds, situated 27 miles from Rangeley, by Buckboard to K en n eb a g o; thence (a fter
will be very crisp.
crossing the lake by steam er), by good trail and row boat to B eaver pond. From K ennebago

The S E V E N P O N D S,

CREAM

PUFFS.

I first measure i y cups of bread flour
and put it in a bowl. Then set the cup in
a tin or agate ware dish and fill the cup
with boiling water. Turn the water into
the dish and measure a scant % cup of
butter. Stir this into the water till it is
melted and boil 2 or three minutes. Put in
the flour all at once and stir briskly. Re
move from the fire and stir till smooth.
The boiling water cooks the flour, causing
it to swell, and making the batter nearly
stiff enough to hold a spoon upright.
Break 3 eggs into the dish and stir again
till perfectly smooth. Drop on a wellgreased pan in small cakes. The batter
should be so stiff that the cakes will not
spread, but should be patted into shape
with a spoon wet in cold water. Put into
a very hot oven, and do not disturb them
for about 10 minutes. Then the tempera
ture can be lowered to prevent burning.
Bake about 25 minutes. When cold split
half way round anti fill with cream.
SPON GE

lake six miles by boat; thence by trail to the M eadow Grounds camp, four miles. Here is found
excellen t fly fishing and a com fortable cam p. From the M eadow Grounds there is a mile and a
half o f boating, and a tw o and a half mile trail to Beaver pond. N o party has, after visiting
B eaver pond, disputed but what the distance as given would hold out.
R O U T E E R O M Jl OS TON.—Take B oston & Maine, Maine Central, Sandy River and Phil
lips & Rangeley Railroads to Rangeley, and Buckboard at Rangeley for K ennebago lake.

ED. G R A N T ,

:

:

Rangeley, Maine.

Camp

Saddl

,

A T D E A D R I V E R RON D,
A . L . O A K E S , P r o p r ie to r .
^a _OOD F L Y FISH IN G and Hunting.

Brook Fishing.

Pure Spring W ater.

summit o f Saddleback Mountain, 4,000 feet above the level o f the sea.
information, address,

A . I . O A K E S ,

Trail to the

For Circulars and

R a n g e l e y ,

J Y le .

R a n g e le y P. O.
Office H o u rs.

CAKE.

4 eggs, whites and yolks beaten separ
ately, i y cups of white sugar, 2 cups of
flour y teaspoon of soda, 1 teaspoon of
cream of tartar, y cup of cold water; add
the sugar to the beaten yolks, then the
stiff beaten whites and flour in which the
cream of tartar has been sifted and the
soda dissolved in the water; beat a few
minutes and bake; it never fails; use it for
The offer which R a n g eley L akes made to
a jelly roll, baked very thin, spread with
the guides o f Rangeley and vicinity has by no
jelly and rolled tightly in a cloth; it is the
rnle also for cream pies with a whipped means been forgotten.
E very day or so a guide drops in with one or
cream frosting.
Mas. W. B. P.
more new names and asks to have them
Pepperell.

6.45 A. M. to 12 M.
12.30 P. M. to 6 P. M.
6.30 P. M. to 8.30 P. M.
/

S u n d a y,
10 to 11 A . M,

5 to (• p jyj

M a ils D ep a rt.
Railway Mails, Daily, 10.45 A .M ., and 1.30 P M
Down the Lake, Daily, 7 A . M.
F or K ennebago Lake, Monday, W ednesday.
and Friday, 7.50 A . M.
F or Greenvale, Daily, on arrival o f train

M a ils A r r iv e .

Railway Mails, Daily, 7.10 P. M.
*
m o t h e r ’s d o u g h n u t s .
credited to him in the contest. Som e guides
Up the Lake, Daily, 10 A . M.
are
writing
to
their
sportsmen
friends
who
will
Two and one-half cups of sugar, 4 tea
From K ennebago Lake, Tuesday. Thursday
spoons of melted butter, 4 eggs, 2 bups of not be able to com e this way the present sea
and Saturday, 4 P. M.
milk, 1 teaspoon of soda and 2 teaspoons son. In this way our list has received many From Greenvale, Daily, 9 P. M.

of cream of tartar, salt and nutmeg, and valuable additions, and is growing every day.
pastry flour enough to roll. This rule is
Our original offer was as fo llo w s :
over 50 years old, and we think it can’ t be
To the Guide who brin gs us in , b efore the
boat.
H. A. L.
1st o f J a n u a ry , 18t)(>, the largest n u m b er o f
Hingliam.
M E N D IN G

BROKEN

LAM PS.

For mending broken lamps or for join
ing brass and glass together: Clean the
parts to be joined, melt enough alum to
fill the cavities and pour in when hot.
Press the parts firmly together and let
them cool. If directions are followed the
joined pieces never will come apart.
M r s . L. A.
Bennington, N. H-

y e a r ly

subscriptions—over

M ails CLOSE F ift e e n M inutes B e fo r e
D ep a rtu re.
E . I . IIE R R IC K , P . M.

tw e n ty -fiv e --to

R A N G E L E Y L A K E S , w e will m a k e a p r e s 
en t o f on e o f those $ 3 o p a in ted boats, m ade
by eith er C. W. B a rrett, H . 11'. L oom is, or
B a k e r Tufts, as the w in n in g guide m a y
select.
Guides contestin g f o r this p rize w ill bear
in m in d that all na m es subm itted by them

Job Printing

m ust be those o f visitin g tourists o r S2)ortsm en a n d n ot local residents. The p ro p rieto rs

N a p oleon ’ a Id e a l W om a n .

reserve the rig h t to reject a n y or all nam es
on this count.

In response to a question asked by a
lady tho great Napoleon repllod:
The contest is still open,and from now on w e
“ My ideal woman is not tho beautiful
hope
to see it even livelier than in the past.
featured society belle, whose physician
triSs in vain to keep her in repair, nor the There are several who are close together, but
fragile butterfly of fashion, who gilds tho
tortures of diseaso with a forced smile.
“ No! My ideal is a woman who has ac
cepted her being as a sacred trust, and
who obeys tho laws of nature for the pres
ervation of her body and soul.
“ Do you know', my knee involuntarily
bends in homage when I meot the matron
who reaches middle ago in complete pres
ervation?
“ That woman is rendered beautiful by
perfect health, and tho stalwart children
by her side are her reward. That’s my
ideal woman.” —London Advertiser.

Tlie Hustler
fill Get There!

.

At

NEATLY EXECUTED,

This

O E E IC E .

Dr. Ji. J. KENDALL’S QUICK RELIEF,

T ooth ache and headache goodbye,
I ’m going to get a bottle o f Quick R elief
And keep it nigh,—
Heart failures and all internal pains,—
D on't worry, it will cure you, all the same.
W arranted to cure C olic in horses, or money
refunded. F or sale at G. A . P ro c to r ’s, Rangeley, Me.; Kimball Bros. & Co., sole proprietors.
Enosburg Falls, V t.
3m7*
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RANGELEY LAKES

ment is seen it behooves every citizen of
North Franklin to encourage the good
work. The labor and expence should not
Published every Thursday morning, by the
fall on a few interested parties, but every
one should have a word to say in its
favor.
The State makes all the laws that regu
H A R R Y P. DILL AND ELLIOTT C. DILL,
late the taking and protection offish and
game, therefore the State has undisputed
Editors and Proprietors.
ownership of them. W hy then should not
the State bear the expense, or a good por
E ntered at the R angeley (M a in e) Post Offlc
tion of it that is now paid by private in
as Second Class Matter.
dividuals in maintaining the hatcheries?
The millions of dollars brought into th e"
SUBSCRIPTION PR ICE, S 1.0 0 Per Year the State by sportsmen and tourists, goes
to benefit everyone, and if sportsmen have
In Advance.
to maintatn private hatcheries and then
pay for the sport of catching their own
Devoted to the In terests o f the W hole
fish they will soon think too much is asked
R a n g eley L ahes R egion .
of them. Let the State furnish the fish,
and the sportsman furnish the dollars
A D VER TISING Rates Reasonable, and will needed to catch them.

Rangeley Lakes.

B est
IN

Rangeley Lakes Publishing Company,

O A K E S & SCOTT.
P r o p r ie t o r ® ,

lay 15th to Jan. 1.

The forest fires.

M O O SE ,

The cause of home rule for Ireland will
R angeley , M e ., T h u r s d a y , O c t . 3, 1895. not be advanced by threats of resorting
to physical force.—Portland Express.
No, but physical force may accomplish
it, however.

C A R IB O U ,

/

Competent judges say that the timber
of this State will soon be exhausted, if
steps are not taken to preserve it.—P ort

B IR D

land E xpress.

S H O O T IN G .

Better preserve—in a grave yard—the
fellows who set the forest fires. Then,
I f you are not going to visit Maine’s famous instead of “ killing tw o birds, etc.,” you
hunting resort, the Rangeleys, this fall, you would preserve tw o with one (grave)
will nevertheless wish to know all about what stone.

is going on up in the forests.
In order to keep yourself thus posted, send
us one doLlar and receiv e

Rangeley Lakes
For one year.

DEER,
AND

Take
Rangeley Lakes.

In that way you will get

A!! T h e
Sporting N e w s
Served up each w eek in the

The Lewiston Journal reports that the
State Board of Trade, while on their re
cent excursion to A roostook County, en
joyed at Presque Isle, “ a breakfast of
A roostook potatoes and all the fixings.”
I thought—pardon me it I ’m wrong—that
“ fixings” was not in the lexicon of a pro
hibition state.
If the contracted battle of Corbett and
Fitzsimmons ever comes off, Corbett may
get F i t z and find (per) s i w m o n s very bitter.

-

-

-

M A IN E ,

R A N G E L E Y , M A IN E .

Address all communications to

Next to a
Fa!! Vacation

RANGELEY,

F O R E S T C A M P S , LO O N L A K E ,

’ T W IX T YOU AND ME.
W ill bear watching.

B is h iiiQ

N ew camps, built and furnished in the best possi
ble manner, ample supply o f new boats, and every
tccom m odation for sportsmen and families.
Quimby Lake is a beautiful spot, but six miles from
Rangeley, with a good road direct to the camps, no
tiresome buckboarding. Round Pond, Dodge Pond,
and the K ennebago Stream, are but tw o miles
distant.

be made known on application.

Rangeley Lakes, Rangeley, Maine.

'T r o u t

T H E R A N G E L E Y R E G IO N !

J^OON LA K E , situated five miles from Rangeley, on the Kennebago road, is one-of the
best sporting resorts in Maine, and at the same
| time the surroundings and provisions for the
j com fort o f guests make it exceptionally popuj lar with* parties who wish to take their fami
lies from the city during the hot weather. Mail
is received at Forest Camps, daily. Our guests
have the advantage o f r^good carriage road
for three miles o f the distance from R angeley
Village to our camps. Those who would en joy
the walk for a part o f the distance over the
road through the woods can take a carriage at
Rangeley for the first three miles and en joy
that recreation for the last tw o. B oats and
Guides furnished. Open from May 1st to Jan.
1st. For terms address, R. S. Y o r k , Rangeley.

X .

THE
%

HOME
OF
THE
G A M IE S T
TROUT.

R . 8. Y O R K & J. E. O A K E S , P r o p r i e t o r s .
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There is no section in the whole region that affords so much
real sport as at this Lake, the w ater is

KEN N EBAG O
Pure and cold, the trou t ever ready to take a fly.

More art-

taker. in these waters than any other

LASCE

Y g # e Y r !
# H * E # Y #

y

Pond in th.e State.

The trout are not all small; there are big

trout there, and five-pounders are frequently taken.

HOUSE,

N o sportsman has ever been here and returned without his fuLUcatch.
“ The Passing of the Horse,” seems to be only three miles away, by row boats.

Little K ennebago is

a favorite line for journalists to write
upon. Bicycles and electricts are rung in
to aid the illusion, yet an agricultural And is famous for the sport given fishermen. The Headquarters are at the head o f K ennebago
Fashion. In addition to the sporting news, you horse trot, seems to draw as many spec
will find lots o f other interesting things in the tators as ever, and the entries seem to be
more numerous.
columns
Rangeley Lakes.
The Kennebago Lake House is only ten miles from Rangeley, and the railroad, and is reached

Best
A n d Breeziest

ia in e ,

Kennebago,

RBCHARDSON BROTHERS,

Phillips.

Send in Y o u r !Do!!arJ

Bertie Carlton is very much better.
Lots of interest in the oat race, Satur
day.
A. L. Matthews was in Redington,
Tuesday.
Mrs. Charles Berry is at Maneskootuk
for a few weeks.
Silas M. Wing and sons have set over
an acre of cranberries this fall.

The Bangor Industrial Journal has
fairly outdone itself in its last issue, the
State Board of Trade number. The half
tone cuts are as nicely done as those in
some of the best magazines. Editor
Blanding can hang this copy in his sancFred Robinson, of Loring, Short and
tuiff, and give it a brilliant red border. □ Harmon, Portland, was in town Tuesday.
The Bangor Board of Trade entertained
the State Board last week. Then the
party were taken up through the Ai'oostook over the B. & A. to the booming
towns of that county. A t each town
they were welcomed by the local boards.
Another year the Rangeley region will be
just the country to have such a clas%of
people visit and—“ that reminds us” Ran
geley will need, what it can easily have, a
live, go-ahead Board of Trade.
S ta te H atcheries.
The close time for fish is now on, and
the season just ended has been a remark
able one. More, and an average of larger,
fish have been taken throughout this re
gion than in any season for years! The
protection given these waters and the
young fish that have been artificially
hatched and distributed in the many lakes
and ponds, is no doubt in a great measure
the main reason. Now that the improve-

by a buckboard road.

The scenery is unsurpassed.

Proprietors.
Parties desiring can have Camps for the.ir ow n private use. Boats, Guides, and all provisions
furnished on application. P. O. Address, K ennebago Lake, Maine.
r

J. W. Carlton during his leisure hours
makes’ a very pretty cane out of apple
sprouts. For a head he takes the tip of a
horn and works it into a very ornamental
handle. He says nearly every old man in
town has one that he has given him.

not get up a feast ono might as well
starve. In the afternoon Hon. Edward
Wiggin, W orthy Master of the State
Grange, gave a fine address, it was plain,
every-day talk, and thoroughly under
stood and appreciated by all present. His
review of the workings and benefits of the
Grange were pleasantly told and its
future influence impressively foretold.
Mr. Wiggin is a pleasing and east'
speaker and his address was well received.
Levi H oyt gave some amusing declama
tions which contained both poetry and
truth. Miss Mattie Bailey sung very
sweetly, “ There’ s a light in the window”
and for an encore gave, “ I long to see the
Girl I left behind.” It was a good day
for the Grange and everyone enjoyed each
minute.

A change of time in trains on Sandy
River railroad reached us after the time
E. J. Gilkey and wife, of Strong, were
table had been printed.
On Monday Oct.
in Phillips, Tuesday. Also Lee Daggett
7, trains leave Phillips at 7.45 a . m ., 9.30a .
and wife and Geo. R. Winslow.
m . and 1.15 p . M.f arriving from FarmingMrs. Mary Wormell, of Denver, Col., ton at 10.45 a . m ., 2.10 p. m. and 5.35 p. m.,
fell last Sunday at her brothers house, a little later all Pound, so there is no need
George Cushman, and broke her arm.
of your getting left.
Chester Hight was home from Rumford
The twentieth anniversary of the organ
Falls last week. He says that Horace ization of North Franklin Grange of
Oat Race at Phillips.
Prescott is about through on the Letter Phillips occured Tuesday, Oct. 1. The
E. branch of the Rumford Falls & Range- programme as announced in R angeley
Saturday afternoon weather permitting,
ley Lakes R. R.
L akes a few weeks since was carried out there will be an oat race at Tootliaker
Rev. Mr. Ranney, Mr. and Mrs. A. M. as nearly as possible. A good delegation Park, Phillips. There will be two races,
Greenwod, Mrs. Lambert, Mrs. Goldsmith from Aurora Grange. Strong, was present open only to green horses. Twenty-five
and Miss Sarah ToothaVer were delegates and about 160 members were in the hall. bushels of oats will be offered as a prize
from the Union Sabbath School to the The forenoon was devoted to a history of in each race. The following horse owners
County Convention at East Wilton, Wed this Grange since. it§ organization by will probably enter their speeders; B. I 1.
nesday.
Past W orthy Master T. B. Hunter. It Beal. B. E. Pratt, W. B. Butler, Dr. H.
retrospective and of great interest.
A. L. Matthews, the jolly landlord of was
In the absence of Rev. Mr. Fultz, Mrs. B. Palmer, Dr. J. H. Rollins, D. F. Field.
Phillips Hotel, is notv a full fledged citizen Fultz read a short address on tbe work of A. L. Matthews. Warren Hinds, Patrick
of the United States, as near a yankee as the order. Remarks by members and a Curtin, Dennis Soule, "M. W. Bean and
it is possible for a foreign born person to reading by Mrs. Hattie Hoyt closed the Rob. Hilgrove. Excursion rates($1.00 for
morning’s meeting. Then came the picnic
become. He went to Farmington Tuesday dinner. That it was a good one goes the round trip)from Rangeley tvill proba
and become “ one of us.”
without saying, for if farmer’s wives can bly draw quite a number from here.

RANGELEY LAKES

With the Sportsmen.

an old logging road, signs were numerous
but they had given up seeing big game
and changed their cartridges from buck to
bird shot. Just then they scared up two,
it "was no use, but they blazed awayi,
wounding one but failing to bring it
down.

5
i

was too much, and at that time, not hav
ing the dignity of the Senate before him.
the honorable gentleman roared till tears
and perspiration ran down his face.
E ustis.

Mr. D. S. Thompson, Mrs. D. S. Thomp
FISHING IN THE EARLY DAYS.
son and Edgar Willand, of Livermore
Falls, are at Barnard Pond, Eustis. They
Maj. Gilkey T ells Some Good Stories of are having great sport fishing and hunt
Senator Frye and the Rangeleys.
ing, and will stay several weeks. Mr.
Maj. Gilkey, of Strong, fuxmishes us Willand secured a fine bear last Friday;
S k id .
with some interesting bits of “ ye olden M. P. Scribner, guide.
Partridge are very plenty.
Ernest Scott and a Lewiston party ai'e time fishing.” It was in 1862 that Mr.
Deer No. 1.
Lewis Woodhouse, of So. Orange, N. J., spending a hunting trip in the Rangeleys. Gilkey, in company with Rev. Ami Ladd,
James M. Burr, of Boston, who has
made
his
first
visit
to
the
Lakes.
When
returned from Tim Pond the first of the
Foxes appear to be scares this fall—and
been stopping at I. W. Greene’ s in Coplin,
week.
they’ll be scarcer after the fall hunt of the they x’eached Long Pond they saw a man shot a deer near Mr. Greene’ s house, Tues
fishing
from
a
raft.
He
proved
to
be
Joe
Dr. T. T. Cram, of New York, who has Monmouth Fur Club,
Ellis, who lived near, and afterwards day morning, Oct. 1. .
been at King Bartlett ponds, returned
Appleton Webb, the well-known Water
guided Mr. Gilkey on many occasions.
this week after a most enjoyable trip.
ville hoi'seman, is spending a ten days’
They stopped their team and shouting,
O.
W. Russell has bought a lot of landvacation in the Rangeleys.
asked if he was getting any fish, in reply
of Geo. H. Moores, on Long Pond, near J.
Wm. Dudley, of Lewiston, went out to he said, “ Yes, lots of ’em.”
B. Wells’s lot, and is to put up a camp Camp Winona, Long Pond, with his nep
T r a n s c r ib e d fro m th e R A N G E LE Y L A K E
“ G ot any to sell?” was the next in
HOUSE R e g is t e r .
this week.
hew, C. E. Parker, Esq., Friday.
quiry.
.
Harold Sewell, of Bath, has been spend
Mr, John H. Caswell, of New York, who
“ Yes, if you ’ve got any gin.”
W ednesday , S ept. 25.
ing a week’ s vacation in the Rangeleys, made such a splendid salmon record last
As soon as the amazement of such a J. M. Arnold, '
Skowhegan.
with Joe Lamb, guide. He shot many spring, was among Friday night’ s ar demand from tw o devoted followers of A . Simpson,
Do.
C. H. Hayes and wife,
Boston.
partridges.
rivals.
Neal Dow was past, the Reverend re Carl R. Hayes,
Do.
N ew York.
G.
I. Clark, of Plainville, Conn., who The Redington hunters brought in 29 plied, “ We have no gin, but wre have some E. M eyer and wife,
Capt. W m. H. Summers,
Somerville.
has been at Round Mountain Lake for a birds the other day, Henry Davis shot tixx,” and thus the acquaintance of an Chas. S. Eaton.
B oston.
Mrs. E. L. Sprague,
Do.
short time returned Monday much pleased six; Fon Moores, four; and the rest had original genius was first formed.
H. H. Sprague,
Do.
proportionate numbers.
with his visit.
Maj. Gilkey, back in the sixties, with W allace H. W hite,
Lew iston.
Lee.
Do.
Camp Winona is now open for the hunt
The last of this week C. W , Barnett Mr. Bowley (father of the well known Stephen
S. T. Lowell,
Oakham, Mass.
ing season. David Eaton and and wife, of starts for the Megantic preserve where he landlord at the Mountain View House) Frank Car is,
Lew iston.
A . Hamon,
Portland.
Wakefield, Mass., and Fred M orton and will gather spawn for the club’ s hatch- as guide, were at the narrows at the head F.
Fred B. Estes,
Do.
of
the
Big
Lake.
They
went
to
W
illow
Geo.
Phillips.
wife, of A von, are there waiting for deer. house. Last ye a.i the club took care of
Do.
Point
and
found
fish
in
immense
quanti
T h u r s d a y , Sept. 26
While at Kibby ahd Camp Jack recently from 50;000 to 75,000 spawn and this year
Eben W hitney and wife,
Farmington.
A. D. Boss, manager of the Hartford will prbbably increase that number. Mr. ties, so plenty were they that Mr. Gilkey A lbert Jones and wife,
Do.
took nearly 60 in an hour, weighing from Chas. G. Sawtelle, U. S. N.,
branch of the Willimantic Linen Co., saw Barrett will x-emain for some weeks.
G overnor’s Island, N. Y. Harbor.
one
to
four
pounds
each.
five moose and was lucky enough'to catch
Axnong recent visitors to Arthur Oakes’
Mrs. Holt,
Farmington.
Two years later, with Charles Soule, Miss
Holt,
Do.
a snap shot photograph of three of them. camps at Dead River Pond are, J. Wells
Do.
guide, the Major again visited this famed Miss M. E. Holt,
W aterville
W ill Grant, in company with the Eaton and Chas. Dowse axxd son, of New York. spot and had the customary good luck. A ppleton W ebb,
W . C. E aton and w ife,
Portland.
party of Portland, saw a big moose not They report splendid partridge and duck They took their fish to Haines Landing Mrs.
W . S. Eaton.
Do.
Do.
far from Seven Ponds Camps the other shooting on and around the pond. Will and there met the now, Senator, Frye and Mrs. W. W . Colby,
J.
C.
F.
Phenney
and
wife,
Lynn,
Mass.
day. This is the third one that has been Huntoon and Ora Haley guided them. Jay Cooke, the successful banker of those D. C. Thompson,
Wabash. Ind.
Another party is expected this week.
seen in that region this season.
C. C. Holden,
Boston.
days. It was the latter’ s first visit to the
F r id a y , Sept. 27.
Thex-e is a controversary now being con x'egion, and it is no wonder he became so
S. G. Haley and J. H. Byron, drove out
John H. Caswell,
N ew York.
to Wild Rose Cottage, Sandy River Pond, ducted in one of the sporting journals as enthusiastic over it when the wonderful A . D. H odges Jr.,
San F rancisco.
Portland.
the first of the week, to be on hand*for to the distance a fish will jump oxxt of catch of Ma j. Gilkey'was spread on the A . A. M ontgomery,
L. W . A tw ood and w ife,
Do.
some of the numerous deer that have been water. Frank Keen, a Canadian French grass before him. Mr. Frye was shown A . W. Jones,
-D o .
man, now living at Strong, says that he the spot where they were taken and the_ John D Spiller,
W e ltb r o o k .
seen about there all the summer.
Raym ond.
has seen a trout in attempting to “ scale” next year “ Camp Frye” was built on the O. B. Lane,
E ugene Lynch,
Boston.
Fish Commissioners Wentworth and
a water fall, jump clear from the water ledge not far away.
S a t u r d a y , Sept. 28.
Stanley have made arrangements to stock
thirty feet. He says it is very common to
Farmington.
A few years later Maj. Gilkey and a E. I. Merrill and w ife,
Lake Migunticook, near Camden, with
Frank S. McDonald,
Do.
see them jump six to eight,
friend with Joe Ellis, guide, had arrived Miss Mae Nichols,
5000 salmon and the same number of trout.
Do.
E. B oston.
W. C. Remmick and C. M. Lines, of New for their aixnual sport, but, learning that Mrs. J. C. Eaton,
When will R a n g e l e y L a k e s be able to
Mrs. Geo. M. Currier,
Farmington.
chronicle something of that sort in con York, with Willmont Patterson, guide Mr. Frye was at his camp, directed Ellis H. H. Allen.
Jay.
^re at the Totman farm, which is being to row over and leave him. On the way W . L. Smith
Farmington.
nection with this region?
L. Foss,
Do.
run by Harnden and Sprague as a Sports tlje charmed spot was pointed out and the G.
N. A . Morton.
Do.
An amateur sportsman in West Rockman’ s Camp.
Mr. Hamden came to friend and guide told to try them under a Mrs. L. E. V oter.
Do. c n
port, hurried to pastures and fields, the
Miss Minnie Kyes,
N
o. Jay.
Rangeley Wednesday to procure a canoe certain “ leaning cedar” on their return. Mrs. Mary Kyes,
Hopkinton.
first day of September, and succeeded in
for use on the river at a place a mile be Half an hour later while Messrs. Frye and J. M. Williams,
Farmington.
gathering in 12 partridges.
He was
H. Fellows,
Do.
low their camp iix an alder swamp. Here Gilkey were discussing political questions, M.
A lice Richards,
Do.
crowing over his good luck, when some
Jas. Bisan and wife.
the shore is covex’ed with tracks.
Do.
and
the
famous
cigars
always
found
at
one showed him that the law does not
May Robash.
Do.
Among this week’ s visitors to Rangeley Camp Frye, up came Joe Lamb, Mr. R. S. Howard,
Do.
permit shooting till the 20th. He has not
G.
C.
Wilkins,
Do.
since been heard from on the partridge is Mx’, T, H. Gledhill of Lewiston, Me. Frye’ s guide, with this announcement, N. H. Adams,
W ilton.
E. G. Mosher,
Mr. Gledhill is a through-going sportsman “ They have g ot a big one.”
Do.
question.
Farmington.
“ Who, where? quickly demanded Mr. Josiah Brown and wife.
F. E. M cLeary,
Do.
Joe Wadsworth, a young New Yorker, and a famous fox hunter He is a member
Fx’ye.
Do.
F. R. Allen.
while gunning on Daddy’ s Ridges, be of the Monmouth Fur club, and will be
Mrs.
C.
H.
Judkins
and
daughter,
M
errim
ac.
“ Those tw o men in the b oa t,” answered
Redington.
W . P . E aton and wife.
tween the Cupsuptic and Kennebago val with the club on its fall hunt at Buckfield
the guide, at which the future Senator J. D. Sewall,
Bath.
this
month.
Mr.
Gledhill
was
the
owner
leys, Tuesday morning, fell in with a fail’-'
Harold M. Sewall,
Do.
ran to take a look.
sized bear. He put three rifle balls into of “ Tommy,” one of the best dogs in all
S u n d a y , Sept. 29.
Returning he said, “ That’s too bad, I
the Buckfield strain
of foxhoxxnds.
J. W. Morse,
the bear and brought it to earth. Aaron
Boston.
“ Tommy” died last July as the result of had just got them well baited and to Chas. F. Dowse,
Do.
Soule was with him as guide. The bear,
morrow intended taking them.”
Granton H. Dowse.
Do.
a protracted chase dux’ing hot wether.
though not weighing over sixty or seventy
Springfield.
Mr. Gilkey, being naturally polite, im David Hale,
Jas. Hale,
Do.
pounds, had the frame of a 150 or 200
Col. E. S» Boss, J. M, Ried and Eugeixe mediately took in the situation and at J. J. Higgins.
N. Y . City.
pound animal. S. L. Crosby & Co., the Atwood, of Williamantic, Conn., returned tracting the attention of the fishermen E. M .-----------Jr..
Do.
S. F. Darling and wife,
Providence, R. I.
taxidermists, will set up the bear.
home last week after about a week’ s stay called them back.
M. R. Greene and wife,
Do.
While looking at the beauty .they had
Now the annual crop of partridge lies at Kennebago. Col. Boss has been com
Mo n d ay , S e p t.30.
Boston.
is being heard from. Birds that fly in the ing here for twenty years but says that he taken Mr. Frye, good naturedly, said A . F. Gilmore,
Portland.
Chas. Staples Jr.,
basement window of a city block, go never had so good fishing as on this trip. to the guide, “ Now Ellis-, Mr. Gilkey and S. F. Darling,
Providence, R. I.
B ridgewater.
through every room in the building and While at John’ s Pond he took three fish myself were the only parties who kxxew of A . J. Hobb and wife,
Do.
Master Chas. A . Hobbs,
then go out and commit suicide on a live weighiixg between four and five pounds that place and don’ t you ever bring any W m. A, Richardson,
N ew Y ork.
Summit,
N. J.
each.
Other
mempers
of
the
party
also
W
m.
Q.
Remmick,
one there unless it is one of us, or our
wire that passes over the roof—you’ve all
N ew Y ork.
C. M. Hines,
heard of ’em. Here’ s a sample culled at made good catches, especially Mr. Ried at friends.”
M. B. Pottle.
Kingfield.
N ew Sharon.
random from the State press: Friday, Little Kennebago. James A. Smith, Dave
The boat pulled off and when out of J. L. Moores,
E. H. Day,
Springfield.
while so many sportsmen of the city were Haines and Frank Hewey were their hearing, as was supposed, the guide, who E. R. Star bird,
Brunswick.
guides.
Wm.
Haines,
cook.
J.
H
.
Jones,
Portland.
wearily tramping the woods to scare up a
had been nursing his indignation let forth
Ed. Page,
Bangor.
partridge to shoot at, one of the coveted
A. F. Gilmore, of Boston, and C. N. his pent up anger: “ D----- him! d------ him!
T uesday , O ct. l.
birds paid a visit to Waterville. The first Blanchard, of Farm ingtof, returned from I never voted for a nigger, and I never Geo. N. Coburn,
W eld .
J. H. Davis.
that was seen of the bird it flew against a tw o days’ trip to Coplin. They captured w ill.’ 5
Portland.
M. K. Louis.
Do.
the front window of J. H. Pearson’ s store. thirteen birds and could easily have
The atmosphere was just right and the Geo. Ingraham and wife,
F ew York.
It struck the glass M th so great a force taken fifty but they were after deer. Tues voice was carried to the shore, whex’e Miss M. M. Ingraham.
Do.
J. W . B rackett,
Phillips.
that its neck was broken and it fell flutter day they saw a doe and a buck, but were stood the object of the guide’s vindictive T. A . Hanley,
Boston.
Lewiston.
ing to the sidewalk, where it was cap unable to get a shot. Wednesday morn- tongue, every word was heal’d as dis Frank Cain.
T. H. Gledhill,
Do.
tured .
ing, with their guide they started early on tinctly as if the tw o wex*e face to face. It D. W . Davis.
Phillips.
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A QUADRUPLE MARRIAGE.
Aad Other In terestin g Features of the
W ashington Week.
[Special C orrespondence o f R angeley L akes ] .
W a s h i n g t o n , D. C., Sept. 30.—Wash

ington might with propriety have had a
■‘Governor’s Day” this week, as the gov
ernors of five states, together with the
aggregation of colonels, captains, etc.,
known as their staffs, were here at one
time, on the way back to their respective
homes from the festivities attendant up
on the dedication of the Chickamaugua
National Park and the opening of the A t
lanta Exposition. They were Govs. M or
ton, of New York; Woodbury, of Ver
mont; Werts, of New Jersey; Dodge, of
Iowa, and Greenhalge, of Massachusetts.
Gov. W oodbury and staff remained long
enough to be banqueted by Col. M. M.
Parker, a member of his staff who resides
in Washington. Among the guests, in
addition to a number of prominent local
business men were Gen. Schofield, of the
Army, and Ex-Senator Mahone, of Va.,
both of whom made speeches. Col. Par
ker is a living example of a man's never
knowing when fortune is doing him a
special favor. During the Arthur admin
istration he was removed from the posi
tion. of assistant postmaster of Washing
ton. A t the time he considered the loss
of office a great misfortune, but it was
really the most fortunate event of his
life. He went into the real estate busi
ness and is to-day rated a wealthy man.
The fall marriage season is beginning to
open up. There were two big church
weddings recently, at noon that of Miss
Louise Adele von Rodenstein, to Mr.
George Herbert Stockbridge, of New
York, and this evening that of Miss Lillie
M. Graves, to Dr. William S. Washburn.
Speaking of marriages, a record was
made this week. Double marriages are
common, and triple marriages have been
heard of, but a quadruple marriage is a
new- thing under the sun. This quadruple
marriSge was pulled off in church, but the
attendance could scarcely be classed as a'
fashionable assembly. In fact, aside from
the principals, the attendance was made
up of about a dozen court attendants and
loafers. They were all runaway couples
and all from Virginia, but neither the
church nor the quadruple feature of their
marriage was of their doing. They
simply wanted the knots tied as soon as
possible after they got their licenses and
they made a break for the nearest minis
ter’ s residence. Somebody had played a
double cross on him that morning and he
lost some pocket money as well as a
chance to break the record by being away
from home. They found the next minister
at home, and when he found there were
four couples he naturally concluded that
it wras too important an event for the
modest parsonage parlor, so he ordered
the church—the famous Metropolitan M.
E.—opened for the occasion. I have only
one criticism to make of this minister,
who, by the way, is a sub., the regular
pastor being in Europe. This church has
chimes and he should have honored the oc
casion by having the wedding march rung
on the bells. However, it is not probable
that his failure to do so was resented by
any of the participants in the recordbreaking, bliss-spreading affair.
This season Secretary and Mrs. Onley
will have a house better fitted for enter
taining than the one they have occupied
for two seasons past. Just as soon ^s
Mrs. Onley gets back, which will be inside
of the next tw o weeks, unless the weather
bureau dishes out another “ sizzard” like
that we have just emerged from, the in
formal Sunday dinners which have made
the family so much talked about, will be
resumed. The Onley’s have been more or
less irritated at the disposition to regard
these dinners as social entertainments.
They consider them merely family affairs
to which those whose acquaintance they
desire to cultivate may be invited.
It may surprise some people to be told

that Col. Richard Malcolm Johnson,
whose southern dialect stories caused him
t o be considered a rising star in the liter
ary firmament a few years ago, and whose
marriage to a supposedly wealthy Wash
ing widow a year or two ago was a great
social event, is now following the hum
drum occupation of a •government clerk.
Yet such is the fact. Col. Johnson is one
of the force of clerks engaged in compiling
the annual Blue Book, which, as most
people know, is a roster of all the em
ployes of the U. S. government. Why
Col. Johnson is wasting his unquestioned
literary ability in performing such simple
tasks deponent saith not, although it is
fair to infer that he is doing it for the
salary he gets, and that he finds it a
surer way of getting money than strug
gling up the dizzy heights of literature,
gathering one by one the leaves of laurel
necessary to make the wreath of fame.
His wife may or may not be wealthy, but
it is certain Jdiat he isn’ t.
ALONG THE M IDW AY
Of a C ountry F air.—Last

W eeks’

' Fakers at Phillips.
Since the Columbian Exhibition, every
fair has had its “ M idway.” It was found
here on a small scale, but it was interest
ing, what there was of it, and there was
enough of it, unless it was better. To
drive through with a team took a long
time, the stands and sales wagons being
set up without regard to regularity, which
made a sort of a maze and made one
amazed at the abrupt turn and sudden
ending of the path.
Like those wise men of old, you would
enter from the east and travel west. The
first distinct sound that reaches your ear
is the clanging of a bell, followed by a
dinner yell, then a frantic rush pell mell,
like the demons out of, well one wouldn’ t
like to tell how on the grub they fell, yet
no riot there to quell o ’er the food they
had to sell. How they shouted to the
waiters to bring on some hotter “ taters,”
while the youngsters in their teens bravely
shoveled in the beans; one was yelling
loud for water, “ Come get dinner for a
quarter.”
*
Such was the c h a r g e both for and from
the “ Victualing Saloon” of Ed Kenniston.
Again outside, “ Here-you-are-fifteen-fora-quarter-fifteen-for-a~quarter, nice banans, here-you-are.” “ Lemonade an’ -so'da
nice an’-cool, only three cents a glass.”
“ Fresh corn—fee—shun—ary.”
A sweet
sound comes with the above, the soothing
strains of a mouth organ, the air is unin
telligible, perhaps original, since it is the
production of the original Peanut Moody.
“ Hot peanuts, hot-hot-hot.” “ Alternative
Tonic” sends a thrill through the system,
making one think of the electrical chair of
the New York prisons and the alternating
electrical currents used in sending the
party from this world of misery, and the
thought that it might be the same with
one as the other “ will not down.”
Whips, whirligigs, gimcracks, gold wat
ches “ your choice for a dime.”
“ Now friends, I ’ll tell you what I’ll do,
here’s a nice pair of suspenders for half-adollar. Yes, I’ll put in another pair, take
’em both for fifty cents, and here goes a
handkercheif, something you all need; who
takes ’em now? Two, three, four, five,
six, nice linen handkerchiefs, the chance of
a lifetime, here goes a box of blacking, a
whole handful of pins, nobody wants it
now for fifty cents? Only half a dollar.
An’ here goes a currycomb, groom your
horse, comb your hair, scratch your back
and half-a-dollar skoops the lo t.”
“ Now I am a practical doctor, make
thousands of examinations every day,
describe every disease or aliment, tw o
hundred dollars given-in case of failure.
I examined a thousand persons yesterday.
I can do it. No other doctor can. No
more cemetaries needed. Here it is, all
contained in this little bottle, only
twenty-five cents, don’ t die when a
quarter will save you.”

“ Grapes-apes-apes, nice sweet grapes.”
“ Right this way, hop beer, made from
pure hops, only-five-cents, hop beer.”
And at last you are through it all and
the good natured faker is left . behind.
They come but once a year. It is often
enough of course, but they are interesting
for the short time we see them.
Way out in a sheltered nook is another
attraction (?) A large case displays bank
notes, gold watches, rings, charms, pins
and collar studs. Each article bears a
number, a box of envelopes with c o r 
responding numbers, on cards, enclosed
therein. “ Now gents, here is the chance
of a lifetime, fifty cents gives you one of
these prizes, here’ s a twenty dollar bill
'for fifty cents, every number draws a
prize” and he carelessly draws from the
box an envelope, holds up the card show
ing in large figures 120. “ Anybody see 120
in the case?” All eyes ai-e turned to dis
cover it and it is quickly discovered and
gives the lucky man a gold watch, “ guar
anteed for twenty years.” Then another
and another are drawn in the same man
ner, five and ten dollar bills are frequently
won and then the excitement begins.
“ Now for-half-a-dollar you get a fortune,
fifty cents will neither make you. break
you, nor set you up in business, here you
are, take any one you please, look at your
number, 129, who sees number one-twentynine?” ft is found and a set of studs pas
sed out. “ Better luck next time, try it
again, thank you, take any one you want,
look at your number; who sees one-sixteen? here it is a gold charm.” A rush
follows and then business drops. The faker
asks one of the poor luckless fellows to
draw a card for him. He does so and passes
the envelope to the sharp who takes out
"the card and holds it up showing 14.
“ Who sees fourteen?” and fourteen calls
for a tAventy dollar bill. The card is re
turned to the envelope, the envelope goes
into the box, but one corner of it sets up
above the rest. Down goes a half-dollar
and the lucky envelope is again drawn,
while trembling with excitement the poor
deluded fool pulls out the card, but it no
longer reads simply fourteen; another
figure has appeared and one-forty-one is
half-a-dozen bone collar buttons. An
other victim, can see the envelopes each
side of the one^ust drawn and down goes
a dollar for the two, but alas! ^en cents
would be an extravagant price for the
prizes.
When business gets dull a stranger ap
pears. He selects at random and wins a
cheap article at first, then he gets a five
dollar bill, and then another and finally a
ten at which point the dealer refuses to
allow him to draw again. The spaces are
filled anew and thQ.. half dollars fairly fly
into the pocket of the sharper, but arti
cles of value do not leave the* case. All
the time the call goes up, “ the chance of
your lifetime, don’ t miss it, only half-adollar, fifty-cents, three-shillings, twoquarters, five-dimes and you get rich.”
Some whose shekels have vanished are
looking surly, business drops off, the case
is closed, the box covered up and the
lucky (?) man who had been refused more
drawings takes a part of the load and the
pair quietly disappear. How wras it done,
the visitors ask. Simply a skillful ma
nipulation of the fiqger and the tail of a
six or nine or a figure one is covered and
the remaining part calls for a valuable
article—the whole number never.
Sheepishly the spectators get away and
mingle with the crowds, while still ring
ing in their ears is “ only fifty cents, fifty
cents will neither make you, break you or
set you up in business.”
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O F A L L K IN D S ,
A t Prices w h ic h you Can
Afford to Buy.

The Nobby Drop-Axle Buggy, and
Other Well Known Styles.

Call a t B o ss’ L iv e r y Stable, P h i l lips, o r w r ite to

W . J . ROSS,
P H IL L IP S ,

A LinV /i.
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A . B. G R O V E R , P r o p ’ r.

Long and Short Lumber, Dimension
Stuff, Frames, and All Stock
for Building,
On

H a nd , or M anufactured
At Short Notice.

Your orders respectfully solicited, and
satisfaction guaranteed.

A. B. GROV E R ,
MAIN STREET,

K A N G E L E V , M A IN E

C rock ett’ s R ev en g e.

Thcro is a story of Crockett, of “ Stickit
Minister” fame, to the effect that when he
offered his first volume to a Scotch firm
they returned it with a polite note assur
P H IL L IP S , M A IN E ,
ing him that there was no market for that
notice that he will Tap B oots and Shoes,
fort of thing. The letter was marked “ No. Gives
using the best o f stock, for 35 cents. Satis
896b.”
In later years when the samo faction guaranteed.
Iml2
publishers asked him for ono of his manu
scripts he politoly requested them to refer
to their provious correspondence with him Job Printing nekxk tei
A t R a n g e l e y L a k e s P r i n t i n g O ffice .
tharked “ 890b.'’
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REPTILIAN GRATITUDE.
A Snake

That

B e li e v e d T h a t O n e G ood

T u rn D eserved A n o th e r.

A professor of entomology in the state
university was searching the Berkeley
hills for rare insects, when he heard the
blood-curdling rattle of a snake and found
a big diamond backed, pinioned beneath a
large stone. He got a stick to kill the
snake, says a veracious Californian, and
then decided to release it first to see what
it would do. He approached cautiously,
and the snake watched him closely, but
manifested no hostility. He rolled the
stone off it, and instead of coiling and
striking at him, as he expected, it stretched
itself, twisted its tail a few times and
crawled slowly toward him. He put out
the stick he parried, but the snake rubbed
against it and twisted around it tenderly.
The professor decided not to kill it,.and
started on up the trail. He was surprised
to see the snake following along, and
when he stuck one of his heavy cowhide
boots out it rubbed gently against it.
After considerable trouble he gave the
snake the slip and returned with his bugs.
The next year the professor was up on
the hills after some more specimens when
he heard a great rattling, and just ahead
of him in the trail he saw a big rattler.
It was not coiled and evidently was not
angry. He looked at it closely and no
ticed a scar on its back. Then he counted
its rattles and decided that it was the
snake he had rescued the year before. It
seemed overjoyed to see him and wagged
its tail like a dog making a terrific rat
tling. The snake followed the professor
about so closely that he could not get rid
of it, and it became a pet in his bachelor
apaAinents. It used to coil itself at the
foot of his bed and sleep there.
The professor’ s friends warned him
that the snake would kill him or some
one else, but he had every confidence in it.
One night he heard a terrible racket down
stairs in the dining-room. He struck a
light and his pet was missing. Then he
ran downstairs and found the snake in
the dining-room coiled around a burglar.
It was holding him with a viselike grip,
while it had its tail out the window rat
tling for a policeman.
A Sap Story.
E. E. Hardy, of East Wilton, who had
the Champion Evaporator on exhibition
at the fair, tells the following good story.
Many years ago a man living in Strong
bi-ought an evaporator, “ the first one sold
in North Franklin, I think,” said Mr.
Hardy. He hauled the sap some distance
in a hogshead, gathering it with pails. It
was slow work and the man found lots of
fault because his hired man was gone so
long on a trip. Finally he told him to
consume less time or quit work.
Aw ay went the sap collector, wild with
indignation, but as he crossed a small
stream a happy thought struck him. He
hurried for the trees, half filled the hogs
head with sap and' drove back to the
brook, using water for the balance. His
employer was much pleased to learn that
he could make the trip in so short^ime
but he never understood why it took so
much sap to make so little sugar.
Peculiar Dialect.

It is not necessary to go to the far south
or west to find provincial customs or hear
peculiar dialect. There are some very
primitive people not farther off than the
Rhode Island border of Connecticut.
In this thin line of little villages the
gravo faced men and women still live as
simply and take life as seriously as a Mas
sachusetts Puritan. They solemnly make
two strangers known to each other by “ Mr.
Smith, herofs Mr. Brown to you.” “ Mr.
Brown here’s Mr. Smith at you.”
They confess to an interrupted state of
good health by saying they “ Fee mauga
the day;” to a contrary state of wellbeing
by, “ I am feeling kidge the day.” The
Sauntercr finds mauga good Shakespeare,
but “ kidge” is as yet beyond him.—BostVH Pudges
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T H E FINICAL MAN.
H ow

He

O r d e r e d H is B r e a k fa s t
K n o w i n g W a it e r .

o f th e

Microbes havo assumed so much impor
tanco in recent years, on account of the
discovery of their relation to many of tindiseases which afflict mankind, that any
new observation concerning influences
that are favorable or unfavorable to then
existence possesses interest for all.
Lately Dr. Meade Bolton in England,
following out experiments previously be
gun by others, has shown that there are
certain metals which are capable of de
stroying microbes in contact with them.
Tho microbes experimented with were
cultivated for the purpose in jelly, spread
on a plate, and bits of metal were dropped
upon tho jelly while it was still moist.
Any metal that had the property of ar
resting the development of the microbes
destroyed them, not only just under the
place where it lay, but for a narrow space
around it. The width of this space varied
both with the kind of metal and tho kind
of microbe.
Pure gold, when freshly cleaned and
burnished, had no effect on the microbes.
Pure nickel and platinum, and a few other
metals, also failed to affect tho organisms.
But cadmium, copper, brass, zinc and sil
ver destroyed them, the first named metal,
especially, acting quickly and effectively.
Dr. Bolton observed that tho metals
which affected tho microbes were those
that are readily attacked by chemical re
agents, while those that resist such re
agents, like gold, had no effect. From
this fact he concluded that the action upon
the organisms was due to a solution of tho
metals taking place in tho jelly.— Youth’s
Companion.

A man afflicted with the disease of finickism, an exaggeration of the value of
details, was giving his order for breakfast
to a hotel waiter. The man was finical in
the extreme, and the exactitude of his or
der respectfully amused the waiter, who
was somewhat of a judge of human na
ture, inasmuch as he had served breakfast
to many men.
Breakfast time is invariably when you
get down to the bedrock of a man’s true
disposition. It is too early in the day, and
he is too close to nature itself to have put
on the little disguising frills that he be
gins to assume along about 11 o ’clock. At
all events, the waiter understood and took
his order respectfully, even servilely, with
out losing his own estimate of the man.
• The man had a morning cough and sip
ped ice water as he gave his order.
“ Bring me a pot of coffee,” he said.
“ And mind it must be hot—hot and
strong, don’t forget to’liave it strong. And
a sirloin steak, rare—remember, have it
rare and no fat. I can’t bear the sight of
fat in the morning. ’ ’
“ Yessir, yessir. No fat,” replied the
waiter.
“ And bring me some dry toast, hot,
mind you—hot toast—and have it made
from stale bread. I don’t want it toasted
outside and soggy within. Now don’t for
get that. ’ ’
“ No, sir; all right, sir; not soggy in
side, sir,” echoed the waiter.
“ And let’s see! Yes, bring me some
fried eggs. Fresh eggs, you know, per
A n I n s u p e r a b le O b s ta c le .
fectly fresh, and I want them fried on
Together with the question of bloomers
one side only. Don’t forget that.”
for women, some of the souls which im
“ Yessir; fried on one side. And which agine themselves to be filled with aesthetic
side, sir?” — Kansas City Star.
longings are making a desperate effort at
another revival of the long dosired knee
E x p lo s iv e P o w e r o f N i t r o g l y c e r i n .
breeches or knickerbockers. They allege
Whoever works with high grade explo that trousers are baggy at the knee and
sives must take his life in hand. Some of liable to become dirty at the ankle. They
the accidents that have occurred in the also hold up the knee breeches as things of
course of the manufacture and handling of beauty and call upon masculine fashion to
such materials are as interesting as they adopt them.
Wo do not think it w ill be done. We
are shocking. Recently a man driving
two horses to a wagon carrying 1,200 need not dispute with the aesthetes as to
pounds of nitroglycerin met with some the beauty of breeches themselves, as the
accident and upset his load. The team, fatal deficiency is in the men. It is a sad
wagon and driver were simply reduced to fact that the majority of masculine hu
undiscoverable atoms. A fragment of the manity is. subject to indictment as being
man’s clothing, found over a mile from spindle shanked. It is bad enough to have
the scene of explosion, was all that could the suspicion borne in upon our souls
bo traced as having belonged to a human without having it paraded before our eyes
being. Bits of tho horses were found miles upon the streets.
The stockings and knee breeches of the
away, and some small pieces of the wood
and metal of the wagon. In the adjacent past centuries, idealized by art, look very
fields cattle were killed by tho shock, and imposing, but when a realistic picture of
in towns around the country horses ran shrunk shanks is presented the aesthetic
away with fright, windows were broken quality disappears. Trousers have served
and buildings were shattered^ Almost all the nineteenth century well. They are tho
of the window glass in the houses for sev custom of tho ago of steam, electricity,
eral miles around was broken, and a hole ironclads and newspapers. It is not to
was made in the earth 15 feet deep, 60 feet bo expected that the twentieth century
across at the top and 35 at iffie bottom. w ill go backward on the dial of progress
When such explosions occur with the en and produce a generation that is enslaved
tirely unconfined product, it is not diffi by knee breeches, garters and shoe buckles.
cult to imagine what might happen were —Pittsburg Dispatch.
this dangerous compound shut in and cir
cumscribed by rigid bounds.—New York
W h y H e K ic k e d .
Ledger.
I was strolling about in Madison squaro
with an artist when we ran across such a
Luxury.
ragged and woebegone specimen of the vag
It is strange that the authors who have that it was suggested that we secure his
written so much about luxury, whether picture. It was left to me to approach him
they praise it satirically, or condemn it on tho subject, and I asked:
very seriously, or merely inquire into its
“ My friend, do you want to make a
history and traditions, should never have quarter in about ten minutes?”
been struck with the amount of discom
“ As to how?” he replied.
fort it entails. In modern, as well as in
“ The artist here wants to make a sketch
ancient times, the same zealous pursuit of of you. Sit still for ten minutes and I ’ll
prodigality results in the same heavy bur give you a quarter.”
den of undesirable possessions. The youth
“ What do you take me fu r!” exclaimed
ful daughter of Mario Antoinette was al the man as ho rose up. “ D ’you think be
lowed, we are told, four pairs of shoes a cause I ’m hard up that I hain’t no sense
week, and M. Taine, inveighing bitterly left?”
against the extravagances of the French
“ What’s the matter with you? We sim
court, has no word of sympathy to spare ply want to make a sketch!”
for the unfortunate little princess, con
“ I know it, and that’s what I kick on.
demned by this ruthless edict always to You make a sketch. It gits into the pa
wear new shoes. Louis X Y I had 30 doc pers and then into tho hands of the police.
tors of his own, but surely no one will be By and by my ambition incites me to rob
found to envy him this royal superfluity. a bank or pick up some other good thing,
—Chicago Tribune.
and there is my picture to trip me up and
lay me by the heels! No, sir—not much!
T h e V e s u v iu s P a th .
I ’m ragged and hungry and dead broke,
A n improved path has been made up but I ’m no chump to sell myself for a
Vesuvius which starts from Pompeii. It quarter of a dollar!” — Detroit Free Press.
is managed by tho directors of the Hotel
Diomede at Pompeii, and to a good pedes
If your religion is based on knowledge
trian the labor is not excessive. The ascent as well as feeling, on conviction as well
is made on ponies to the base of tho cone, as emotion, you are beyond the reach of
tho same as in tho cable road on the other harm in this world and close to the joys
side of the mountain, but the cone itself of heaven.—New York Herald.
is reached on foot.

Small Salary.

In former times Presbyterian congrega
tions in tho north of Ireland were not, as a
general thing, very liberal in thoir pay
ments to their ministers. In ono such con
gregation there was a well to do farmer,
who cultivated several acres of ground and
was the owner of numerous flocks and
herds.
This man was in tho habit of contribut
ing two and sixpence a year toward the
support of his church, and even that he
paid with a grudge. One year,, when* he
was asked for it, he grumbled as usual,
and finished by saying:
“ This preachin ought to be unco’ good,
for it’s unco’ dear!”
Even tho small sums that were promised
were by no means always paid. An an
nual stipend of less than two and sixpence
has been known to be 13 years in arrears.
The following entry occurs in the diary of
one of tho hard worked ministers of those
days :
“ Settled with tho treasurer of my con
gregation for my annual stipend. Amount
under £10. Providence has cast my lot
among a peculiar people; they promised
me little, and they pay mo less.” —Youth’s
Companion.
Redington Notes.
A slight snow fall on Sunday evening.
W . P. Eaton and wife, were at Rangeley over Sunday.
The logs in the pond are fast being con
verted into lumber.
The partridge hunters are out. Twentynine is the best day’ s record yet.
But few from this place attended the
the show and fair at Phillips.
Eugene Graff am is working for A. L.
Matthews, in the boarding-house.
Geo. S. Wing was in this place Friday,
selling vegetables. He made a good sale.
Mrs. Drisco has returned from her visit
“ down east,” and resumed her duties at
the Station.
Rev. Mr. Ranney preached here last
Sunday to a good congregation. He is'
very popular here.
No lumbering operations have as yet
been commenced by the Redington Com
pany for the coming winter.
W , H. Harrison, who had charge of the
Boarding House have opened a boarding
house in Auburn, at 51 Hampshire St.,
where he will be pleased to meet his old
friends.

LAND IN CALIFORNIA.
I can sell parties who are desirous o f locating
in California, R eal E state in any quantity from
5 to 1000 or more acres, situated in, what I co n 
sider the best part o f California, from 20 to 50
miles from the ocean, just brought into the
market by the Coast Line R. R. from San
F rancisco to Los Angelos. I do not urge p eo
ple to leave Maine, but if any aro com ing here.
I can help them to land at from $5 to $50 per
acre, as good as can be bought in other parts
o f the state-Tor $400 per acre. Climate fine.
W ell w ooded, pine and oak. Good water.
This is the best chan ce for a poor man to get
land and make a start o f any place I have seen
in this state. F or particulars write or call on
me.
Address,
S E W A R D DILL,
Soquel,
Santa Cruz Co.,
California; or
A . R. BOOTH.
El Paso
de Robles,
San Louis Obispo
Co., C al.

ISM
1

(Caveats, and Trade-Marks obtained and all Pat-j
lent business conducted for M o d e r a t e F e e s .
<
( O ur O f f ic e i s O p p o s i t e U . s . P a t e n t o f f i c e '
(and w e can secure patent in less tim e than those
[rem ote from W ashington.
. . .
i
; Send m odel, draw ing or p hoto., with descrip-i
'tion.
W e advise, i f patentable o r not, free o f '
'charge. Our fee not due till patent is secured.
[
1 A P a m p h l e t , *' How to Obtain Patents,” w ith'
'cost of sam e in the U. S. and foreign countries'
[sent free.
Address,
(

C, A. S N O W & CO.j
! O p p . P a t e n t O f f ic e , W a s h i n g t o n , D. C.

i
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RANGE LEY LAKES.
AMONG TH E O RD ERS.

S o c ie ty N otes, R a n ge le y .
Friday, Oct. 4, Regular m eeting Eangeley
Commandery N o. 408, Order o f the Golden
Cross. M eet in Church Vestry.
W ednesday p. m „ Oct. 9, Regular m eeting
W . C. T. U., at the Library.
S o c ie ty N otes, P h illip s .
Monday, Oct. 14, Regular meeting Mt. Abram
Lodge, N o. 63, A . O. U. W . Hall in Bates
Block.
Tuesday, Oct. 8, Mt. Saddleback L odge, I. O.
O. F „ No. 93. Hall, Beal Block.
Wednesday, Oct. 30, Regular Communicaion,
Blue Mountain Lodge, N o. 67, F. & A . M.,
at Masonic Hall. Installation.
Thursday, Oct. 17, Regular m eeting Cushman
Post, N o. 87, G. A . R., at Grange Hall, at
7.30 P. M.
Thursday Oct. 17, Regular m eeting-W om an's
R elief Corps at Grange Hall, 6.30 P. M.
Saturday, Oct. 13, N orth Franklin Grange, N o.
186, P atron sof Husbandry, at Grange Hall.
Saturday, O ct. 13, Regular meeting Phillips
Commandery, N o. 403, Order o f the "Gold
en Cross. Bates Hall.

Local Paragraphs.
Ed. Grant is out from Seven Ponds.
Rev. Mr. Wakely returned home, Wed
nesday.
Miss Eliza Esty has r-eturned from the
Birches.
Mrs. E. B. Herrick is home from the
Mountain View.
E. I. Herrick has moved back to his home
over the post office.
Joseph Hill of Massachusetts, is visiting
his sister, Mrs. F. S. Inman.
Mrs. Mary Goff of Chicopee, Mass., is
visiting her brother, Ed. Grant.
Miss Ruth Phinney, who has been work
ing at Kennebago this summer returrned
to her home in Turner Monday.
Dwight Crommett, who has been bell
boy at the Rangeley Lake House during
the summer, returned to his home in
Skowhegan Tuesday.
Proctor is having a big rush at his cloak
sale this week. He has been so driven that
he was unable to make an announcement
through our advertising columns.
W ill Grant and Loren Haley, of Rangeley, who Avere on last year’ s foot ball
eleven at Kent’ s Hill, will play with their
old team the 20th of this month when the
Hebron-Kent’ s Hill game comes off.
E. M. Smith and wife will go to Boston
Friday for the winter. Mrs. Cora Rich
ardson w ill accompany them.. They will
spend Friday with Capt. Howard at Peaks
Island going on to Boston Saturday.
Geo. M. Esty was down the lake Wed
nesday and changed over the telephone
instruments from the hotels at Haines
Landing and Mountain View, to the Cot
tages that are to be occupied during the
winter.
Neal & Quimby have had an excellent
sale of souvenir china and will place a
larger order about Nov. 1. The views
next year will include: Bemis, The.
Birches, Billy Soule’ s, Mountain View,
and Kennebago.
Bank Examiner Timberlake has ap
pointed as his clerk a well known visitor
to Rangeley, Mr. Wm. G. Ellis, of Gar
diner. Of his appointment the Kennebec
Journal says: Mr. Ellis is already in the
midst of affairs as clerk to the bank ex
aminer. Mr. Ellis’ long experience in
bank affairs will be invaluable to him in
his new situation.
There was a pleasant wedding at the
house of Orren Tibbetts in Rangeley, Sun
day, when his daughter, Mary, was mar
ried to Mr. Harry Dennison. Mr. Denni
son is a popular employe of the Phillips
& Rangeley railroad, and his bride is a
well-known Rangeley young lady. The
knot was tied by Rev. H. W . Small.
R a n g e l e y L a k e s and many other friends
extend their best wishes to the young
couple.

Geo. T. Heffon is taking Mail Agent A.
Snow squals Tuesday morning.
Capt. F. C. Barker was in town this W. Bigelow’ s pface on the train during
the latter’ s vacation which he will spend
week.
at Skowhegan and Newport.
G. L. Foss, of Farmington, visited RnnA. B. Grover and F. L. Dow drove in
geley last vreek.
from Phillips Saturday. The steam mill
The Molly had 39 passengers on her up
was started again Monday and will now
trip Monday morning.
run till all the lumber is sawn.
Mr. Cain, of Lewiston,a contractor, has
The second wedding for the week took
been in town recently.
place at the parsonage Tuesday evening,
S. W. Bates was in town Saturday, the contracting parties being Mr. Joseph
driving in from Phillips.
Lamb and Miss Anna Bigelow, both of
H. H. Vining is building a stable for Rangeley. The Couple’ s many friends wish
Geo. Wilbur on Lake St.
them the best of good fortune.
A. J. Haley, of Farmington, has been in
There were 117 passengers out on the
town for a few days and informs this paper
excursion train Saturday.
Seventy-three excursion tickets were that he is now building a dry house for
Mr. Fostor, at the toothpick factory,
sold for the Phillips fair.
Sti’ong. Helms also staked out fo r a two
Leroy Smith and Mrs. E. M. Smith were
story house and ell for Mr. Voter, of Farm
at Haines Landing Sunday.
ington, which he "frill soon begin on.
Mrs. H. L. Whitcomb was at her sister’ s
Mrs. Luther Niles last week.
Tlte Phillips Fair.
F.
S. Dickson and family, are to leave
RECEIFTS
OF THE FAIR.
for their Philadelphia home to-day, Thurs
First day,
§236.75
day.
i66.00
The Kennebago buckboard will run every Second day,
195.00
d.ay till the 10th and after that not quite Third day,

LOG CHURCH AT EUSTIS.
I n t e r e s t in g News fr o m up in t h e Dead
R iv er R egion .

E ustis, Me., Oct. 1 (special),—Eustis is
to have a church—that’ s the most in
teresting news up this way. Mr. Rehan
Barnes, of New York, who takes deep in
terest in the affairs of this place, is the
promoter of the scheme. He made the
proposition that he would' furnish and
place a bell on a log church, provided
the citizens of the town would furnish
the lnmber and labor. This Avas cheer
fully and enthusiasticly agreed to and
Eustis will have the church.
W ork will be commenced as soon as
possible.

BEST

SEPTEMBER.

P h illip s & R a n g e le y M akes a Good S how 
in g a t t h e R a n g e le y O ffice .

Station Agent F. W. Miller, tells us
that the September business Rt the Rangeley station is the best on record. The
ticket sales were very large and other
so often.
Total,
§597.75 branches show receipts in proportion.
E. P. Merrill, bell boy at the Rangeley Last year the rereipts for the three days
Lake House, has I’eturned to his home in were
'
625.25
S a d A c c id e n t at th e S te a m M ill.
Portland.
Less this year
$27.50
This morning, Thursday, Ermon ToothAbout 150 came in on the Autumn Leaf Annual members tickets sold this year 240
aker, son of Hon. John R. Toothaker of
excursion Saturday, 125 of them from Annual members tickets sold last year 239
this place, while edging boards at the
Farmington.
Family tickets sold this year
20 Steam -mill, ran his left hand upon the saw,
Asa Peary, of Dallas Plantation, Family tickets sold last year
2s seyering the hand at near the wrist joint.
brought in a good sized egg, measuring Single admission tickets this year
608 Dr. Currier Avas summoned from doAvn.the
6 by
inches.
Single admission tickets last year
725 lake, and Dr. Palmer from Phillips.
The bad weather the last day prevented
There has been a large exodus of sum
Redingtofl.
9
mer visitors this week. None of the hotels many from attending wnich accounts for
the fall off in receipts this year.
have many left.
Two Aveek’ s saAving is left in the pond.
Natt Ellis took a trip down the lake
H all D isp lay P rem iu m s.
this week Marsh Carlton ran the shop
Seed corn and vegetables. Corn, 8
during his absence.
Capt. E. I. Merrill and wife, of Farming- rowed, D. O. Gleason, first; M. H. Daven
ton, have been at the Rangeley Lake port, second. Beets, J. F. Tootliaker,
first; H. S. Sampson, second. Turnips,
House for a few days.
C. F. Ross, first; George Hewey, second.
Wm. H. Moulton, of Hudson, and his
Parsnips, W. C. Beal, first. Cabbages,
brother Edward, of Worchester, Mass.,
Silas Blodgett, first; M. H. Davenport,
were in town Saturday.
second. Pumpkins, W. H. Jacobs, first;
E. R. Starsird, of Brunswick, publisher C. C. Dow, second. Squash, Frank L ow 
of the series of views, ' ‘The W oods of ell, first; C. C. Dow, second. Potatoes,
Maine” was in town Wednesday.
first premium on each of the following
The grand jury at Farmington last week varieties. Snow Flake, George Haley;
found no bill against E. A. Royal of Early Six Weeks, E. A. Peary; Early
Rangeley on the charge of liquor selling:
Freeman, and Fall-basket, M. H. Daven
Conductor Ansel Robinson of the P. & port; Empire State, Nothern Beauty,
R. passenger train is home from a few days Charles Hewey; Irish Daisy, Isaac R.
lacation in Portland and New Hampshire. Bubier; Burbank Seedling, John W.
Shepard; Dacotah Red, Delaware, Levi
The County Commissioners were in town
Webster, Weston Parker, Brow nell’ s
this week looking after the plantation
Winner, Early Pride, W ilson’ s First
roads which are now under their supervi
Choice, Cow Horn, E. J. Ross.
sion.
James W. Haines, of Rangeley Plantion,
has raised a large potato weighing B y lbs.
In shape it resembles a minature flying
machine.
There was a large departure from this
section Saturday, the season is really
drawing to a close, but its been a good
one.
Bob McMullen,formerly brakeman on the
freight train into Rangeley, has been ap
pointed conductor of the Sandy River
gravel train.
Furbish & Butler’s ch. m., Sapolio, was
not started in the races at Phillips last
week, though she was entered in the 3minute and 2.40 classes.
It ^s pleasing to hear the excursion
ists who have not been in Rangeley for
some few years exclaim at the rapid ad
vance made in the town. It will be the
same right along.
Elliott Russell went to Phillips and
Farmington Wednesday, but will be back
by Saturday to meet a party of Philadel
phia sportsmen, who are coming here for
the first time.

FRUIT.

Geo. Webber is planning to go to Rumford Falls.
G e o . mcL . P re s so n an d a friend from
F a r m in g to n , Avere in t o w n th is A\-eek.
SnoAv fell Tuesday.
The top of the

sluice Avas white during the early hours.
Fon Moores Avas out Eonday afternoon
taking a d v a n ta g e o f the la s t hours fo r
fish ing.

Dan Quimby, of Phillips, has been visit
ing his sister, >rrs. Geft. A. Proctor, for a
few days.
T he electric lights h a v e been put in run
ning order and Avere turned on fo r the first
time this fall, Monday.

The mill which had been starting and
closing, half an hour earlier, is now run
ning on the old hours.

BOHN.
Redington, Sept. 16, to the "wife o f Mr. H. A.
Davis a son; 8J4 pounds.
Dallas, Sept. 24, to the "wife o f Lucian Oakes
a daughter.

M A R R IE D .

Apples. First premium awarded to
Rangeley, Sept. 29, by Rev. H. W . Small, Mr.
Levi Webster, for the following varieties, Harry Dennison and Miss Mary E. Tibbetts.
Munson Sweet, Macintosh Red, BellRangeley, Oct. 1, by Rev. H. W . Small Mr.
Flower, Garden Royal, Winter Harvey,
Joseph Lam b add Miss Anna Bigelow, both of
Orauge Sweet, Long Stem, Pound Sweet, Rangeley.
Ohio Sweet, Oxford Beauty, Sweet Rus
set. First to E. J. Ross on Bailey Sweet,
Twenty Ounce, Fameuse, Haas, Northern
Spy, First to E. A. Peary for Peary’ s
Favorite, Hubbardston None Such. First
to Geo. W. Hewey, on Tetofsky, Duchess,
Blue Pearmain, St Lawrence, Tolman
Sweet. First to C. C. Dow, on Golden
Russet,
Baldwin, King of Tompkins
County. First to B. F. Beal, on Grimes’
Golden, Wagner. A. W. Davenport first,
Winter Royal; H. S. Sampson, first,
Alexander; H. W. Worthley, first, Black
Oxford; Miss Georgine Wilbur, first,
Wealthy. Second premium to the follow'ing: C. C. Dow, Munson Sweet; E. J.
Ross, Golden Russet and Bell Flower; B.
F. Beal, Bailey Sweet; H. S. Sampson,
Macintosh; A. S. Pease, Haas; Geo. W.
Hewey, Baldwin, Fameuse, Winter Har
vey, Alexander and Black Oxford; Levi
Webster, Blue Pearmain. Largest dis
play of grafted fruit, Ansel Dill, first.
APPLY TO
PEARS.

The Rangeley Lake Steamboat Co.,
have cancelled the afternoon trip down
the lake. For a week or so the boat will
make a daily trip. After that two
Flemish Beauty, first. Fred M orton;
trips per week will be made till the close second, A. W. Davenport; Goodale, first,
Fred Morton. Sheldon, first, E. J. Ross.
of navigation.

Men

Wanted!

Wanted at once.

JO H N B. M A R B L E .

